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THE HIVE TIMES
An Orchard Vale Trust Day Service for adults with learning disabilities

OPENING UP
This month, people across OVT have been opening
up as we embraced Mental Health Awareness Week.
Mental health can impact everyone and for
individuals who already face social barriers the risks
are increased.

IN THIS ISSUE

Something which has certainly given us a boost is
the Hive re-opening following the end of the most
recent lockdown. Safety is still a major focus and we
have all the necessary measures in place to make
the Hive a safe and reassuring place to be while
maintaining the welcoming, social and encouraging
atmosphere. We're excited to welcome new faces as
well - you'll find full contact details at the end of this
newsletter if you or someone you know is interested.
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LIZ'S BLOG - OVT NATURALLY
The Thoughts of OVT CEO Liz Page on Mental Health
"We are so lucky at Orchard Vale Trust to be

At our residential homes everyone is

surrounded by beautiful Somerset

supported to enjoy the outside

countryside with its rolling green hills,

environment. For some this is creating

warm sunshine and soft rain. This means

their own individual garden space, for

that we have every opportunity to connect

others it is a group project and the joy of

with nature and all that it has to offer.

gardening together. We also have keen
walkers who have covered miles in walks

There is increasing evidence that stepping

both local and a little further afield.

out into nature is good for you both

Residents have also been able to come

physically and mentally. Recent studies

together for picnics and outside

have shown that spending just 1 – 2 hours

entertainment weather permitting.

per week outside in a natural setting
dramatically improves how we feel and,

At the HIVE we are lucky to have our own

perhaps unsurprisingly, how we interact

local expert, Chris, who has an almost

with others. Across the UK, simply going for

encyclopedic knowledge of walks in the

a walk was the most popular activity during

local area. This is continually put to good

lockdown, and here at OVT we wanted to

use with individuals choosing to achieve

maximise the opportunities and benefits of

increased fitness goals or access local

using nature as a space for interactions,

beauty spots through bespoke 1:1 walks.

activities and inclusion.

These were a real lifeline during the
lockdown periods, boosting the wellbeing

Despite it’s beauty, the expansive

of the Hive regulars with social interaction,

countryside around us can also lead to

physical exercise and a direct connection

individuals being isolated across the

to nature.

community and this has been particularly
true during the pandemic. Even before

Mental health awareness week has given

recent events Orchard Vale Trust was

us all time to reflect on how important

reaching out to individuals through our

being outside and engaging with nature is

Community Gardening project which

and it has also reminded us of how

provided a free service to individuals and

fortunate we are to have such a wealth of

groups who needed help with their outside

nature on or doorsteps."

spaces and offered regular contact for both
clients and workers alike.
Stile Gardening has taken up the baton
and continues to work with clients to
sustain, improve and create beautiful
outside spaces.
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STILE GARDENING
Wellbeing through Nature in our community

In light of this years’ Mental Health
Awareness week, our social enterprise Stile
Gardening provides the perfect example
for wellbeing through nature. The very
essence of this project stems from the
concept that green spaces and wellbeing
go hand in hand.
With the support of our funders, the
National Lottery Fund, we are able to

The impact of more accessible and

improve green spaces for our community

enjoyable green spaces is not just felt by

to engage with and enjoy, at the same time

our clients. Working outdoors has also had

as offering paid gardening opportunities

a huge impact on our Stile Gardeners. The

for adults with learning disabilities.

positivity that comes from working outside
in nature is palpable when meeting the

The name ‘Stile Gardening’ derives from

team and the joy of our clients when they

‘stile’, a step or set of steps which provides

see the finished product is something we

people with a passage across or over a

are really proud of.

boundary. For us this meant two things.
The first, being the development of

We are extremely grateful to the National

gardening skills and a pathway to job

Lottery Fund for believing in our idea and

opportunities and work readiness for adults

supporting us to get to where we are

with learning disabilities.

today. We are now listed as a ‘notable
project’ on the National Lottery Fund

The second, focusing on our community,

database because of the impact we have

our green spaces and bringing people

had on both vulnerable and isolated

together outdoors to improve our health,

groups and our community as a whole.

wellbeing and sense of community.
It doesn’t stop there for us either, we are
Over the last two years the project has

already developing new ideas to bring the

grown from strength to strength. The first

project to even greater heights and hope

year saw person centred training and

to grow both our team of gardeners and

development for those who joined the

our client base by the end of the year.

gardening team, and the second has seen
a boom in gardening clients across

In the meantime, we will continue to

Somerset, be it private garden spaces,

improve the green spaces of our

school grounds or public green spaces.

community and with it our wellbeing
through nature.
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
Stile Client Anna on her welllbeing and connection to nature

We think Stile Gardening is a special project that has already made a huge impact on the
community. But don't take our word for it! We spoke to Anna, a recent client of Stile
about the work that was done and the impact this has had on her family:
Q: What work did Stile do for you?
A: I have recently taken on a farm house with a large garden space. The area needed lots
of work as most of the plant life was overgrown. Stile removed all of the over grown
plants and weeds as well as tidying up the garden to create a beautiful outdoor space.
Q: Did this work help you feel closer to nature?
A: Definitely, the garden is now a place I go regularly to be closer to nature. My children
have also benefited as nature is now much more accessible and they love to go out and
explore. Just being able to sit out and relax in a clear garden has given me a great sense
of freedom.
Q: Would you say being able to access nature
benefitted your mental health or wellbeing?

A: Definitely, I was feeling overwhelmed by the
state of the garden and the thought of tackling
it, but now I have a safe space to sit and relax
with it growing over me. It has also been great
for the kids and their wellbeing, we are able to
have adventures as a family in our own back
garden and experience nature together,
something that brings us closer and is really
important.
Q: Is there anything else you would like to add
about your experience with Stile Gardening?

A: Stile were really lovely to work with and a
pleasure to host. I always felt like I was in safe
hands, they gave some great advice and were
understanding when having to put things in
layman’s terms. Both of the Gardeners we I
dealt with (Mike and Will) were really
professional, friendly and approachable.
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AMBASSADORS ON MHAW
The guys at the heart of OVT on what Mental Health Means to them

Who better to ask about the themes of Mental Health and Nature than OVT ambassadors
Will and Dave? Will is a Stile Gardener who experiences nature every day with his work
and he gave us great insight into the benefits this had on his mental wellbeing. Dave is
an OVT and Hive regular who has recently experienced the freedoms of nature on his 1:1
walks with the Hive during the latest lockdown.
You can read the full interviews from both Dave and Will on the Blog section of our
website.

DAVE - MENTAL HEALTH AND CONNECTION
"I would say [mental health] means having ups
and downs in how you feel. It can happen to
anyone.
Make sure you get outside if the weather is
warm, whether you go exploring on a walk or
just chill on a bench and watch the world go by.
I would also say to check in with friends even if
it’s just over the phone, it’s important to
connect with people."

WILL - RELATIONSHIPS AND A BIG IMPACT
"Something else about Stile that makes me feel
positive are the clients. The people we meet
and work for are always friendly and we get to
build positive and trusting relationships. I feel
accepted for who I am and feel there is mutual
respect with the clients. They are always so
grateful for the job we do and we’re often told
how maintaining a garden each month can
have a big impact on how someone feels."

Are you interested in joining the HIVE?
Or perhaps you have a Job for our STILE Gardening team.
Please get in touch:
Phone: 01749 671706
email: info@orchardvaletrust.org.uk
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